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Off Limits will transform your meeting space from a usual conference 
room for your awards dinner in the evening in to a enchanted forest, 

dripping with intrigue.   
Themed Table Centres, Blossom Trees and fairy lights will create a 

magical atmosphere, the transformed stage will be a main focal point of 
the room, perfect for showcasing your awards and offering a perfect 

performance space for your band. 



Room Décor  
Ideas 



Create a magical welcome for 
your guests as soon as they step 
foot into  your colourful and 
captivating evening by walking 
though a arch of floristry 
delights, all setting the scene for 
what is to come. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fantasy Forest 
A selection of ivy panels, fit to transform any venue into a dreamy forest, and 
hide those stage or venue structural eye sores, creating a feel of utter charm. 
The trees  will be wonderfully lit to those inquisitive eyes and you can choose 
between blossoms or green leaved. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Table Centre Ideas 



Floral 
Bird Cadge 

Crystal 

Bar Theming 



Entertainment 
Ideas 



INDIVIDUAL PERFORMERS  

 
• Tree Statues     
• Forest Fauns x 2    
• Forest Fairy Queens   

• Butterfly Performers   
 



INDIVIDUAL PERFORMERS  

 
• Bubbleologist    
• Snake Performer   
• Magician   

• Contortionist   
  
All costs are plus VAT and performers will require food and drink 
refreshments as well as a lockable changing area. 

 
 



INDIVIDUAL PERFORMERS  
 
• Living Tables    
• Bottom The Donkey Compere  

 
 

 



PERFORMANCE ACTS 
 

• FLASH MOB ORCHESTRA 
 
If you like the Singing Waiters but are looking for something a little bit different for your event then look no further 
... Masquerading as waiting staff or event guests before unexpectedly launching into Ravel’s Bolero are the USO 
Orchestral Flash Mob. After delighting your guests with Ravel’s Bolero, the ensemble can then play up to an hour 
of classical music. 
 
Recommended: 
12 Piece Orchestral Flashmob (3 x Violin, 2 x Viola, 2 x Cello, Oboe, Trumpet, Flute, 2 x Percussion - Ravel’s 
Bolero and 1 hour of Classical music): 

  
This ensemble can come in the following sizes; 10 Piece, 8 Piece, 7 Piece and smaller if necessary. Please let us 
know if you would like a quote with one of these sized ensembles.   

 



• COCKTAILS AND FLAIR BAR MEN 
 

Impress the guests with our unique brand of wow factor and fun, let us 
take care of the bar and bartenders serving drinks with entertainment. 

Watch and enjoy the evening with the crowds swarming the cocktail 
bar, cocktails in hand and smiles on faces. 



• NEON AND LED GLOW SHOW 
 
Guests will be impressed in-between courses or after dinner by our fantastic Neon Glow Show.  
Performers use state of the art lighting techniques to create some truly amazing  visuals.   This is 
the perfect twist on a classic dinner entertainment and has never failed to have audiences 
wowed every time. 
 
We can theme the show to meet with the Enchanted Forest theme, incorporating images of flowers, we can 
also incorporate your logo and any message you may wish to send. 
 

Based on 4 x performers who  will perform between courses then offer a finale performance at 
the end 
Performers can also entertain during pre dinner drinks if required. 

 


